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We supply general purpose, oil-only and Hazmat Socks, Booms
and Pillows. Our Products come in multiple sizes and can be
made in custom lengths as required.
What is the most exciting about these products? … Not only are
they 100% Canadian made right here in Ontario, they are also
made from recycled contents!! Also, our oil-only products are
made with 100% recycled polypropylene fibres and have been
tested numerous times in emergency oil and hazardous spills
throughout Canada and the USA.

www.mcmropes.com

Marine Booms White Oil-only


Flexible tubes filled with highly absorbent 100% recycled polypropylene
material



All-in-one construction stitches the sock and net together and aligns the
rope along one side



Available in 5” and 8” diameters



Oil-only booms absorb petroleum-based liquids but resist water



Contains a high-performance blend of chopped polypropylene fibers and
additives



A strong rope runs along the length



Has rust-proof end rings and snap hooks

Format

Size

Marine Booms White Oil-only 5" x 240"
Marine Booms White Oil-only 8" x 240"
Marine Booms White Oil-only 5" x 120"
Marine Booms White Oil-only 8" x 120"

Units/ Weight/
Case
Case
2
2
4
4

24 lbs.
34 lbs.
24 lbs.
34 lbs.

$/Case
$110.50 CAD
$132.60 CAD
$110.50 CAD
$132.60 CAD

Custom Sizes are Available

KEY FEATURES

APPLICATION



End rings and snap hooks make deployment
of the desired length fast and easy



Can stretch without failing



Contains a proprietary additive to increase
absorbency and help keep booms afloat even
when they are fully saturated



Made with 100% recycled content

The ideal solution when you need to quickly
and effectively contain petroleum-based spills from
spreading on water or in outdoor environments
where you want to avoid soaking up water.

FOB– Bolton, Ontario, Canada

Land Booms Universal Gray


Flexible tubes filled with highly absorbent 100% recycled cellulose
material



All-in-one construction stitches the sock and net together and
aligns the rope along one side



Available in 5” and 8” diameters



Universal booms absorb petroleum-derived and water-based fluids



Contains high performance blend of Recycled cellulose fibers and
additives



A strong rope runs along the length with rust-proof end rings and
snap hooks to make deployment faster and easier

Format

Size

Land Booms Universal Gray
Land Booms Universal Gray

5" x 120"
8" x 120"

Units/ Weight/
Case
Case
4
4

24 lbs.
24 lbs.

$/Case
$110.50 CAD
$132.60 CAD

Custom Sizes are Available

KEY FEATURES

APPLICATION



All-in-one construction produces exceptional
strength prevents the boom from twisting



End rings and snap hooks make deployment
of the desired length fast and easy



Can stretch without failing



Resists snagging on debris



Made with 100% recycled content

Very effective for containing and soaking up
either oil or water-based spills in the workplace or
other situations where you do not need the boom to
float.

FOB– Bolton, Ontario, Canada

Bilge Booms White Oil-only


Bilge/Storm Drain Absorbent Booms are perfect for catching
contaminants in run-off or keeping the boat bilge clean



Lower a bilge boom into your bilge, sump, catch basin or tank to remove oil, not water. Bilge booms float on top of water, even when
completely saturated. Booms are highly absorbent and come with
steel rings to attach a rope for easy deployment.



Bilge booms are available in 8” x 18” and 5” x 15” sizes. The Bilge
Soaker is filled with shredded polypropylene



All-in-one construction stitches the sock and net together



Oil-only booms absorb petroleum-derived fluids but resist water



Contains high performance blend of chopped polypropylene fibers
and additives



A cord is attached securely to one end

Format

Size

Bilge Booms White Oil-only
Bilge Booms White-Oil only

5" x 15”
8" x 18"

Units/ Weight/
Case
Case
10
10

10 lbs.
12 lbs.

$/Case
$81.77 CAD
$88.40 CAD

Custom Sizes are Available

KEY FEATURES

APPLICATION



All-in-one construction makes this miniboom extremely strong



Small size, flexible design means it fits easily
into confined space



Cord attached to the end makes placement
and removal easy



Made with high recycled content

Specifically designed for use in bilges and
sumps, these strong, lint-free mini-booms can also
be very effective in absorbing oil-based spills and
leaks outdoors in environments where you want to
avoid soaking up water.

FOB– Bolton, Ontario, Canada

Super Absorbent Flake Socks Gray Universal



Flexible 3” tubes filled with next generation absorbent core



Absorb both oil and water-based spills



Contains extreme performance Super Absorbent Flake and additives



Spun bound outer sleeve

Format

Size

Super Absorbent Flake Socks
Gray Universal
Super Absorbent Flake Socks
Gray Universal
Super Absorbent Flake Socks
Gray Universal

Units/ Weight/
Case
Case

$/Case

3" x 144"

10

26 lbs.

$66.30 CAD

3" x 96"

15

26 lbs.

$66.30 CAD

3" x 48"

30

26 lbs.

$66.30 CAD

Custom Sizes are Available

KEY FEATURES

APPLICATION



No lint spun bond outer sleeve



Contain high proportions of recycled content



Contains proprietary Super Absorbent Flake



50% more absorbent then most all competitors
socks



Absorbs more and can stay on the job longer
reducing costs

Use them to quickly contain small oil-and
water based spills and help prevent them from
spreading. They wrap easily around leaky equipment and uneven surfaces. They also conveniently
mold to uneven surfaces.

FOB– Bolton, Ontario, Canada

Polypropylene Socks White Oil-only



Flexible 3” tubes filled with absorbent fibers to contain spills



White Oil-only socks absorb petroleum-based spills to repel water



Contains a high-performance blend of chopped polypropylene fibers
and additives

Format

Units/ Weight/
Case
Case

Size

Polypropylene Socks White
Oil-only
Polypropylene Socks White
Oil-only
Polypropylene Socks White
Oil-only

$/Case

3" x 144"

10

24 lbs.

$72.93 CAD

3" x 96"

15

32 lbs.

$72.93 CAD

3" x 48"

30

24 lbs.

$72.93 CAD

Custom Sizes are Available

KEY FEATURES

APPLICATION



Contains 100% recycled content



Fibers are securely contained in a flexible
spun bond sleeve



Sock is flexible enough to wrap easily around
corners and equipment

Great for outdoor uses when you want to avoid
absorbing water. They wrap easily around leaky
equipment and uneven surfaces. Use them to quickly
contain small oil-based spills and help prevent them
from spreading. They also conveniently mold to
uneven surfaces.

FOB– Bolton, Ontario, Canada

Socks Yellow HazMat



Flexible 3” tubes filled with absorbent fibers to contain spills



HazMat yellow socks absorb hazardous or unknown spills



Will absorb a broad range of chemicals including coolants, solvents,
acids as well as oil and water-based spills

Format

Size

Socks Yellow HazMat
Socks Yellow HazMat
Socks Yellow HazMat

3" x 144"
3" x 96"
3" x 48"

Units/ Weight/
Case
Case
10
15
30

24 lbs.
24 lbs.
24 lbs.

$/Case
$72.93 CAD
$72.93 CAD
$72.93 CAD

Custom Sizes are Available

KEY FEATURES

APPLICATION



Contains 100% recycled content



Outer polypropylene sleeve withstands
aggressive chemicals



Fibers are securely contained in a flexible
polypropylene sleeve



Sock is flexible enough to wrap easily
around corners and equipment

Use them to respond quickly to contain and clean
up hazardous or unknown spills. They wrap easily
around leaky equipment and uneven surfaces. They also
conveniently mold to uneven surfaces and wrap around
corners.

CAUTION: Hydrofluoric acid reacts with many materials therefore avoid contact with glass, concrete, metals,
water, oxidizers, reducers, alkalis, combustibles, organics and ceramics. Hydrofluoric acid must be stored in a
tightly closed container made of polyethylene or fluorocarbon plastic, lead or platinum. Secondary containment of
polyethylene must also be used.

FOB– Bolton, Ontario, Canada

